Hello you dear ones, constant and new participants!
Do you want to be part of Bremer Karneval again?
Our registration form is online now!
The 34th Bremer Karneval awaits you in our beautiful city!
On the 22nd and 23rd of February with the motto:

„Laune der Natur“
(Nature's caprice)
Friday afternoon: Carnival for kids
18:00 to 20:00: „ Lichtertreiben“ Illuminated figures and soft music in „Milchquartier“
20:00 to 0:00: „Einheizen“
Saturday (around noon):
Opening followed by the parade into „Viertel“ and live music on open air stages
Saturday evening: Big ball in „Schlachthof“
Sunday: Farewell breakfast
Registration for performances on stage is possible until 15.10.2018
Registration for the parade is possible until 01.11.2018
Please note that registration can only be accepted using the form on our website
„https://bremer-karneval.de/anmeldung“ and carefully read the conditions of registration
especially the updated declaration on data protection (photos, personal data) as well as
the information on tickets and sleeping places.
Currently we are going to have 3 locations for „Einheizen“:8
− Lagerhaus Kioto ( hall on the 1st floor)
− Kafé Lagerhaus
− Lila Eule
As „Moments“ has changed his owner it is no longer at our disposal. We are looking for
another location, but possibly there will be only 3 stages for Friday evening.
In „Lila Eule“ and „Kafè Lagerhaus“ technical equipment is quite limited and the stages are
not very big. Last year we organized a very tight programme that will not be able to repeat,
because it was difficult to handle for different the locations.
This means that we will have to reject more bands for a performance which isn't easy for
us neither, because we really appreciate your commitment and enthusiasm to play on
stage. So we ask you for your understanding that we have to stick to the arrangements.
To make the choice easier you will have the possibility (in the registration form) to indicate
how important the performance on stage is for you.
And if you are a group that wants to be at the end of the parade please inform and we will
make sure to satisfy your wish.
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Like the last years our budget is very tight again. Unfortunately, travel costs or fees cannot
be paid and we depend on the solidarity price of 10 € for „Schlachthof“ (valid for external
participants, from 100 km. People from Bremen and surroundings pay the reduced price of
16 €. You will find more information in the conditions of participation)
You will be accommodated in daycare centers or similar. Your accommodation will be
happy about a donation from you and to treat them with respect. Please also read the
conditions of participation regarding accommodation.
In addition to a sleeping place you will receive from us: a warm meal on Friday, Saturday
afternoon and breakfast on Sunday. Furthermore you will our great love and appreciation.
Bremen weather is also looking forward to seeing you and is not capricious at all :-)
From „Schlachthof“ we got the news that the tower is closed for reasons of fire protection,
emergency exits are missing. Up to now it is not clear, if this problem can be solved until
February, but it is highly unlikely. The „Schlachthof Kneipe“ is available and can be used
for your performances. Space for backstage is short and we are negotiating with the
“Stadthalle” next door to find a solution. If it works you will have a short walk instead of
climbing and walking down stairs. As nothing has been decided so far, we will keep you
updated.
So just make your registration – without you guys carnival is no fun at all!
In the name of the “Initiative”
Martin
Greetings from: Janine, Woll, Kathrin, Katrin, Julia, Jutta, Michaela, Nina, Eggert, Sandra,
Sabine, Karin
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